Intelligent Australian Recycling

Around the world, the waste landscape is changing. China has effectively banned all imports of
foreign waste, leaving the Australian recycling industry in crisis.
iQ Renew will significantly increase our local capability to sort and process recyclable materials. By
investing in local recycling sorting and processing, iQ Renew is helping to divert resources from
landfill and creating valuable new products for market.
Plus, iQ Renew will be able to recycle more of the plastic collected kerbside than ever before using
chemical recycling. Utilising the patented Cat-HTRTM platform we can create a crude oil substitute,
to produce more sustainable fuels and chemicals, from plastic previously sent to landfill.
Now that's Intelligent Australian Recycling
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About us
iQ Renew is an Australian company formed by Licella™ following
the award of a grant from the Australian Government. iQ Renew
will deploy Licella’s Cat-HTR™ chemical recycling technology in
Australia, alongside expanding its physical recycling operations.
The Cat-HTR™ uses chemical recycling to convert End-of-Life
plastics (those plastics otherwise sent to landfill) into sustainable
fuels and chemicals.

Changing the face of resource recovery
iQ Renew is pioneering a commercially and ecologically sustainable solution to our current waste crisis
by combining physical and chemical recycling At present only about half of plastics can be physically
recycled. iQ Renew will be able to recycle 100% of plastics - creating a truly circular
solution.
If current trends
We are committed to investing in Australian resource management,
continue, by 2050 there
expanding our local capacity to sort and process recyclable materials. By
will be more plastic in the
doing so we divert resources from landfill and mitigate the need to ship
ocean than fish.
overseas.
Through enhanced processing facilities, iQ Renew is able to extract
more value from recyclable material and create valuable new resources
or market.
By investing in Material Recovery Facilities (MRF’s) along the Australian
East Coast, iQ Renew will enhance their capability to secondary sort and
prepare waste streams for markets.

Bringing together industry leaders
By amalgamating the technology and expertise of multiple existing
enterprises we are uniquely able to operate with the skill of an
established business. In doing so we can provide an innovative
solution to the current crisis, most notably through the collaboration
of MRFs with Licella’s Cat-HTR™ technology.
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